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We discuss the reformulation of the O(2) model with a chemical potential and the Abelian Higgs
model on a 1+1 dimensional space-time lattice using the Tensor Renormalization Group (TRG)
method. The TRG allows exact blocking and connects smoothly the classical Lagrangian ap-
proach to the quantum Hamiltonian approach. We calculate the entanglement entropy in the su-
perfluid phase of the O(2) model and show that it approximately obeys the logarithmic Calabrese-
Cardy scaling obtained from Conformal Field Theory (CFT). We calculate the Polyakov loop
in the Abelian Higgs model and discuss the possibility of a deconfinement transition at finite
volume. We propose Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonians implementable on optical lattices as quantum
simulators for CFT models.
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1. Introduction
Recent calculation using the Tensor Renormalization Group (TRG) method [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8] have shown that blocking methods can complement sampling methods for models studied in
lattice field theory. The ultimate goal of the method is to approach the continuum limit of lattice
models in terms of fixed points of the TRG transformation [2, 3]. A first step in this direction is to
control the finite dimensional approximations.
The O(2) model with a chemical potential in 1+1 dimensions has a complex action and a sign
problem if simulated with MC methods, but can be handled with a worm algorithm [9] and the
TRG method [5, 10]. For sufficiently large β or µ , the model has a superfluid phase where we
expect to have a conformal field theory (CFT) with central charge c = 1. This idea can be tested
by calculating the von Neumann and Rényi entanglement entropy (EE) and comparing their finite
size scaling with the CFT Calabrese-Cardy scaling [11] which predicts a logarithmic growth with
the size of the system and a coefficient which is the central charge divided by an integer depending
on the type of entropy and the boundary conditions. This scaling appears very clearly for the von
Neumann EE with periodic boundary conditions, but it was realized after the conference that for
the second order Rényi entropy, S2, with open boundary conditions, large subleading corrections
appear and need to be taken into account. Fortunately, they can also be understood in the context
of CFT [12] and allowed us to check the validity of the expectation that c = 1 [13, 14].
By gauging the O(2) model, we obtain the Abelian Higgs model. By keeping the gauge
coupling small enough when N2s increases, with Ns the spatial number of sites, we can use the
gauge field to probe the O(2) model. Below, we discuss the data collapse for the Polyakov loop
calculated in the scaling limit where g2 decreases like 1/N2s . We show that this observable singles
out the transition to topological order more sharply than S2.
Recently, it has been possible to measure S2 in quantum simulations for the Bose-Hubbard
model using optical lattices [15] with a beamsplitter operation proposed in Ref. [16]. This experi-
mental setup can quantum simulate the O(2) model with a chemical potential [10] using only one
species of bosonic atom provided that the chemical potential is large enough. After the conference,
we developed more specific experimental methods to measure the central charge using existing op-
tical lattice experiments [13]. This opens the possibility of exploring CFT using one-dimensional
optical lattices.
2. The Tensor Renormalization Group (TRG) method
The TRG method provides exact blocking formulas for spin and gauge models [4]. The block-
ing separates the degrees of freedom inside the block (integrated over), from those kept to com-
municate with the neighboring blocks. The only approximation is the truncation in the number of
“states" kept. It applies to many lattice models: the Ising model [1, 2, 3], the O(2)model [4, 17], the
O(3) model [4, 18] , the SU(2) principal chiral model, Abelian and SU(2) gauge theories [4], the
Schwinger model [6, 19], Gross-Neveu model [8], and CP(N-1) models [7]. More recent progress
has been reviewed in the plenary talk by Shinji Takeda [20].
The TRG method relies on algebraic manipulations of positive matrices and seems free of sign
problems. It can handle problems with complex temperature [5] and real chemical potential [10] .
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It has been checked [21] with a worm algorithm [9]. It has been used to study fixed points [2, 3],
however the effects of truncations are not well-understood in this context. The TRG approach
connects easily to the Hamiltonian picture and provides spectra which can be used for real time
calculations. It has been used to design quantum simulators for the O(2) model [10] and the
Abelian Higgs model [22].
3. The Rényi entanglement entropy
The TRG can be used to calculate various types of entanglement entropy (EE). We consider
the subdivision of a time slice AB into two parts A and B (two halves in our calculation). After
tracing over B, we obtain the reduced density matrix ρˆA ≡ TrBρˆAB and we can calculate the Von
Neumann entropy
SvonNeumann =−∑
i
ρAi ln(ρAi), (3.1)
where ρAi are the eigenvalues of ρˆA. We then use the TRG blocking method until A and B are each
reduced to a single site. With this method, we can only calculate the entanglement entropy for
regions that contain a number of sites that is a power of 2. We can also compute the n -th order
Rényi EE defined as:
Sn(A)≡ 11−n ln(Tr(ρˆ
n
A)) . (3.2)
In the limit where n→ 1+, we recover the von Neumann EE. Numerical results for the O(2) model
in 1+1 dimensions with a chemical potential are shown in Fig. 1 for open (OBC) and periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) in the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) phase. The approximately linear be-
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Figure 1: The Von Neumann and second order Renyi EE for OBC (left) and PBC (right).
havior in ln(Ns) is consistent with the Calabrese-Cardy scaling which predicts
Sn(Ns) =
{
Kn+
c(n+1)
6n ln(Ns) for PBC
K′n+
c(n+1)
12n ln(Ns) for OBC.
(3.3)
The constants K are non-universal and different in the four situations considered (n=1, 2 with PBC
and OBC). S2 can also be used to approximately localize the superfluid phase (where the particle
2
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Figure 2: The second order Rényi EE (S2) with Ns = 4 and OBC in the µ−β plane.
density increases with the chemical potential). This is illustrated in Fig. 2. It shares some features
with the O(3) model with a chemical potential [23] which can also be quantum simulated [24].
In order to check with the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method, the time
continuum limit can be achieved by increasing βτ while keeping constant the products βsβτ = 2J˜/U˜
and µβτ = µ˜/U˜ . This defines the rotor Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =
U˜
2 ∑x
Lˆ2x− µ˜∑
x
Lˆx−2J˜∑
〈xy〉
cos(θˆx− θˆy) , (3.4)
with [Lˆx,eiθˆy ] = δxyeiθˆy . For quantum simulation purposes, these commutation relations can be
approximated for finite integer spin [10]. In the following we focus on the spin-1 approximation
which can also be implemented in the classical system by setting the tensor elements to zero for
space and time indices strictly larger than 1 in absolute value. The correspondence between the two
methods can be checked with a Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method which
optimizes the EE and allows one to calculate observables for any number of sites. When applied to
S2 with OBC, large subleading corrections become apparent [13, 14] for the intermediate values of
L not shown in Fig. 2.
4. The Polyakov loop in the Abelian Higgs model
The TRG method was used to calculate the partition function of the Abelian Higgs model [22].
We attach a B() tensor to every plaquette, a A(s) tensor to the spatial links (they cross these links
and point in the Euclidean time direction) and a A(τ) tensor to the temporal links (they point in the
spatial direction, see figures in [22]). The partition function can be written as
Z = (I0(βpl)I0(2κs)I0(2κτ))V ×
Tr
[
∏
h,v,
A(s)mupmdownA
(τ)
mright mle f t B
()
m1m2m3m4
]
. (4.1)
A few remarks are in order. The quantum numbers on the links are completely determined by the
quantum numbers on the plaquettes. The plaquette quantum numbers are the dual variables. The
reformulation is manifestly gauge invariant. If we impose periodic boundary conditions on the
3
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plaquettes, we can only have neutral states (Gauss law). For related questions in QED, see Ref.
[25]. It is however possible to probe the charge sectors by introducing Polyakov loops.
We consider Polyakov loops wrapping around the Euclidean time direction: 〈Pi〉= 〈∏ j U(i, j),τ〉.
With spatial periodic boundary conditions, the insertion of the Polyakov loop shown in red in Fig.
3 forces the presence of a scalar current (green) in the opposite direction (left) or it may be com-
pensated by another Polyakov loop in the opposite direction (right).
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Figure 3: Polyakov loop (red), current (green) in the opposite direction (left); compensation by another
Polyakov loop (right).
Some interesting data collapse has been found for the Polyakov loop P. The relation with the
mass gap ∆E is that− ln(P)'C+Nτ(∆E). We then use the fact that in absence of gauge coupling,
the gap in the KT phase decreases like 1/Ns, while the gauge fields create horizontal lines of 1’s
in Fig. 3 and so ∆E ' A/Ns +Bg2Ns + ... and we obtain a data collapse for Ns∆E = F(g2N2s ).
Numerical calculations shown in Fig. 4 give support to this idea.
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Figure 4: (left) The Polyakov loop as function of κ = βs/2, the increase in sharpness with volume makes it
look like an order parameter; (right) data collapse for Ns∆E.
5. Quantum Simulators
There has been a recent interest in using cold atoms trapped in optical lattices for quantum
simulating spin and gauge models studied by lattice gauge theorists [26]. This means using the
interaction of polarizable cold atoms trapped in a periodic potential and their tunneling properties
to built a system evolving at real time with a Hamiltonian similar to one of the models considered.
4
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There are no sign problems and real time evolution occurs at physical time. So far linear sizes
reached in experiment can be of order 100-200 and are expected to reach 1000 soon. Our approach
is based on the TRG formulation of lattice gauge theory and is manifestly gauge invariant.
So far, the remarkable theory/experiment reached for the Bose-Hubbard model is just a source
of inspiration in the context of lattice gauge theory and a proof of principle is needed. We hope that
Ref. [13] is a step in this direction. In this recent preprint, we compared the second-order Rényi
EE, S2, of the classical O(2) model with a chemical potential on a 1+1 dimensional lattice, and a
quantum Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian that can be simulated with cold atoms on a one-dimensional
optical lattice. Both models have a superfluid phase where we expect S2 to follow the Calabrese-
Cardy scaling. Near half-filling and for a small hopping parameter J, S2 is almost identical for both
models. We proposed to amend the existing experimental setup to measure S2 by adiabatically
reaching the ground state of twin tubes half-filled with 87Rb atoms with small J; this is in contrast
to existing experiments with density one at larger J.
6. Conclusions
The TRG formulation allows reliable calculations of the phase diagram and spectrum of the
1+1 dimensional O(2) model with a chemical potential. Calculations of the von Neumann and
Rényi EE for the O(2) model in the superfluid phase at increasing Ns seem consistent with CFT
of central charge 1. We have proposed a gauge-invariant approach for the quantum simulation of
the abelian Higgs model. Calculations of the Polyakov loop at finite Ns and small gauge coupling
shows interesting behavior. We obtained a nice data collapse at weak gauge coupling.
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